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Probing the molecular mechanisms of learning and memory. Can knocking down the 
cytoskeletal cross-linker Shot prevent learning in Drosophila?

Drosophila are a simple model organism, capable of learning, easy to 
keep, with many homologous and analogous genes to investigate. 

Shot is a cytoskeletal crosslinking protein:
- Allelic to the gene Kakapo
- Binds actin and microtubules [1]
- Important for steering growth cones to their targets [2]

Why care about growth cones?
Growth cones steering is necessary for proper 
synaptogenesis [3], i.e. learning!
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Hypothesis: Both control types will be able to learn and display scent-food associations after a starvation 
period. Knocking down Shot will impair fly ability to learn these scent-stimulus pairings.

Results:

Figure 1: Aggregated learning index for Yellow-White flies, UAS-dsKak flies, and 
UAS:dsKak/Prospero:Gal4 flies. Higher values would represent a greater success in moving in the 
direction of the paired scent. No difference was observed between groups, but more surprisingly, no 
learning effects were observed either.



Methods:

Figure 2.  Schematics depicting conditioning paradigm and learning assay. 
In A: Flies starved 24 hrs -> Flies placed in tube with neutral scent -> 
Waitting period with clean air -> Flies placed in tube with preferred scent and sugar plate.
In B: Flies placed in T-Maze apparatus -> Neutral and Preferred scents blown from opposite direction 
-> Flies chemotax (move) towards preferred scent -> Flies counted, index determined.



References:

In Conclusion:

No flies assayed showed effects of learning. Further 
investigation needed to answer this question.
Future Directions:
Future endeavors may need to more thoroughly explore options in apparatus construction and 
scent delivery in order to see optimal effects. Success of genetic manipulations should also be 
determined through genetic (blotting) or cell biological (dissection, dissociation, and antibody 
staining) methods. Because this experiment was ultimately unsuccessful, the question remains 
unresolved and invites further explorations.
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